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a b s t r a c t

The shortage of emotion-annotated video datasets suitable for training and validating machine learning
models for facial expression-based emotion recognition stems primarily from the significant effort
and cost required for manual annotation. In this paper, we present AffecTube as a comprehensive
solution that leverages crowdsourcing to annotate videos directly on the YouTube platform, resulting
in ready-to-use emotion-annotated datasets. AffecTube provides a low-resource environment with an
intuitive interface and customizable options, making it a versatile tool applicable not only to emotion
annotation, but also to various video-based behavioral annotation processes.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

The field of deep learning (DL) has made tremendous progress
n recent years, revolutionizing fields ranging from image clas-
ification to natural language processing. DL models designed
or emotion recognition based on facial expressions rely heavily
n high-quality annotated image or video datasets as the basis
or training and evaluation. These annotations serve as ground
ruth labels that provide critical guidance to the models. The
uantity and quality of these annotations directly influence the
erformance and accuracy of the DL models [1]. However, the
rocess of annotating large datasets can be a challenging and
ime-consuming task, often at significant cost. This issue becomes
ven more pronounced when dealing with video clips, which
equire manual processing of long footage [2].

The shortage of emotion-annotated video datasets for super-
ised learning is mainly due to the significant costs associated
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with the manual annotation process [3]. The annotation process
requires extensive expertise, including familiarity with the tax-
onomy used, the tools, and the nuances of emotion recognition
itself. This combination of expertise and effort contributes to the
limited availability of such datasets [4].

Overcoming the challenges associated with the annotation
process is critical to the advancement of DL models for emotion
recognition. Efficient and cost-effective annotation methods are
needed to overcome the time and cost constraints that often
accompany the annotation of large datasets. By streamlining the
annotation workflow, researchers and practitioners can improve
the scalability and applicability of DL models, opening up new
possibilities for understanding human emotion. These advances
have far-reaching implications in diverse domains such as affec-
tive computing, human–computer interaction, and social robotics.
Optimizing the annotation process is a critical step in fostering
continued progress and innovation in DL models tailored for
emotion recognition based on facial expressions.

One possible approach to address the challenges of the emo-
tion annotation process in large video datasets is to use the
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2023.101504
352-7110/© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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rowdsourcing technique. By harnessing the power of crowds,
hese techniques distribute the annotation workload across a
arge group of contributors, enabling the annotation of large
atasets in a faster and more cost-effective manner. Furthermore,
rowdsourcing techniques provide an opportunity for global par-
icipation, allowing contributors from different cultural back-
rounds and demographics to annotate the datasets. This diver-
ity can enhance the robustness and generalizability of DL mod-
ls, ensuring that they perform well across different populations
nd contexts.
However, it is important to address potential challenges as-

ociated with crowdsourcing, such as maintaining annotation
uality and dealing with potential biases. Robust quality control
echanisms, clear annotation guidelines, and iterative feedback

oops can help mitigate these concerns.
Many of the publicly available emotion-tagged video datasets

ave been created using either posed emotions or self-reported
articipant data [5]. In the case of posed emotions, actors are in-
tructed to display specific emotional expressions, which may not
ully capture genuine emotions experienced in real-world scenar-
os. Self-reporting involves participants indicating their emotional
tates while watching videos, which can be subjective and influ-
nced by various factors. While these approaches are valuable
or certain research purposes, they do not always reflect the
omplexity and variety of emotions experienced in naturalistic
ettings.
In the process of emotion annotating videos recorded in natu-

al (‘‘in the wild’’) environments, researchers often develop spe-
ialized computer software designed specifically for their stud-
es [6–9]. These software tools are tailored to support the pre-
ise needs of the research. On the other hand, generic behav-
oral event logging programs like BORIS are rarely used for this
urpose [10].
In addition to the use of dedicated software tools, there have

een advances in the development and sharing of tools that
acilitate the process of crowdsourcing annotation. One example
s PAGAN, a web application that provides a platform for orga-
izing and conducting annotation research [11]. PAGAN allows
esearchers to outsource annotation tasks by simply sharing a
ink to the service, enabling efficient collection of annotations
rom a variety of contributors. Another tool, Covfee, is specifically
esigned to support continuous annotation and offers crowd-
ourcing capabilities [12]. However, deploying such programs
ecessitates their installation on a server equipped with ample
esources. For example, annotating large video files may require
significant amount of disk space and a broadband Internet con-
ection. This requirement arises from the need to store and serve
considerable volume of video files. Furthermore, the installation
rocess itself may entail a higher level of system administration
roficiency. Configuring and setting up the software often calls
or advanced knowledge and expertise in system administration
o ensure a smooth and successful installation.

To address these challenges, we developed AffectTube, an
xtension for the Chrome web browser that facilitates a low-
esource environment for annotating video footage directly on
he YouTube platform. To annotate the collected video files, they
re first uploaded to the YouTube platform. Then, with the ex-
ension installed, annotators can seamlessly start the annotation
rocess directly on the YouTube website.
An important advantage of this approach is the ability to anno-

ate not only independently collected video footage, but also any
vailable YouTube resource. This provides a convenient means of
nnotating videos from extensive multimedia library, which is the
argest repository of online video today. However, it is important
o note that in such cases, careful attention should be paid to the

The relevance of AffectTube lies in its ability to significantly re-
duce the setup time for video annotation while operating within
a resource-constrained framework. By leveraging the YouTube
platform, it provides a streamlined and efficient solution for an-
notating videos, making it accessible to a wider range of scientists
and minimizing the hardware requirements typically associated
with video annotation systems.

2. Software description

The core component of the presented software is the Affec-
Tube extension for annotating videos directly on the Youtube
platform page in the Chrome web browser. The process of prepar-
ing the environment for crowdsourced annotation consists of only
four steps. The first is to prepare the videos to be annotated and
upload them to the YouTube platform. Alternatively, videos can
be selected from the entire YouTube library. The second step is
to define the list of labels that will be available to annotators
in the extension’s source file. The next step is to specify the
repository where the results of the annotators’ work will be
stored. It is possible to use the GitHub platform or own server.
The appropriate configuration should also be set in the source
file. The last step is to send the extension to the annotators in
the form of an archive, together with the user manual and the
annotation protocol.

To facilitate the dataset creation process, two additional com-
ponents have been developed. The first is a lightweight API server
designed to store the annotation results. It takes advantage of
containerization to provide a portable way to deploy in different
environments. The aim of the second component is to retrieve
YouTube video fragments that have been annotated as containing
emotions.

2.1. Software architecture

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the developed software based
on the three components, namely ‘‘Chrome extension’’, ‘‘Storage
API’’ and ‘‘Dataset creator’’. The Storage API component is op-
tional, as it can be replaced by storing the annotation results in a
GitHub service.

Once videos are uploaded to the YouTube platform, annotators
begin labeling the emotions in the videos they watch. The footage
is displayed on the YouTube website and labels are assigned using
the AffecTube extension. Once completed, the results are sent to
the storage service in a single PUT HTTP request method. De-
pending on the configuration, they end up either on the dedicated
server or in a GitHub repository, where they are stored in a JSON
file.

The next step, after all the annotators have finished labeling,
is to process the collected data and eventually create a dataset.
To accomplish this, it is necessary to transfer all the collected
JSON files and run the Dataset Creator script. As a result, video
files with fragments labeled with emotions and a JSON file with
a summary of the content of the dataset are produced.

The AffecTube extension was developed in vanilla JavaScript,
in accordance with Google’s documentation for Chrome extension
developers. The next component, ‘‘Storage API’’, which provides a
simple REST service to allow the storage of data from the exten-
sion, was developed in Python using the FastAPI web framework.
Finally, the ‘‘Dataset creator’’ script was also written in Python,
using the pytube library to download videos from YouTube and
ffmpeg-python library to extract labeled video fragments.

2.2. Software functionalities

The following sections describe the functionality of each com-
ponent.
icensing terms under which the videos are published.
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Fig. 1. Components of the AffecTube.

.2.1. AffecTube extension
The primary purpose of the extension is to allow annotators

o easily and intuitively label emotional states directly on the
ouTube page. After installing the extension, additional buttons
ill be displayed on each YouTube video according to the labels
efined in the source code. Additionally, the user can send the
ata to the storage service using the extension’s pop-up window
nce the video labeling process is complete.

.2.2. Storage API
A simple REST server, the Storage API, provides an endpoint

o which the extension sends data in JSON format from the
nnotation process. The received data is stored in a text file. Only
PUT endpoint is provided by the service.

.2.3. Dataset creator
The purpose of the script is to process annotation data col-

ected in JSON files and generate emotion-labeled video frag-
ents. The configuration file and command line options allow
ustomization of the script’s execution. The following options can
e defined in this way:

• Format of the video output files.
• Acceptance threshold for the number of annotators who

have annotated a fragment.
• Ignore label matches, useful for initial annotation using

crowdsourcing technique, where the resulting fragments
will be labeled by experts in a further step.

• Margin size for trimmed video fragments.
• The maximum size of the annotated fragment to process,

useful for filtering out negligent annotators.
• Input and output directories and files.

3. Illustrative example

AffecTube supports the process of creating emotion labeled
video datasets from recorded footage. Due to its extensive con-
figuration capabilities, it can be used to perform both initial
video filtering using crowdsourcing techniques and to prepare a
ready-to-use dataset based on expert labeling.

The following illustrative example is based on a use case in
the development of an extended version of the DevEmo dataset,
which contains recordings of students’ facial expressions while
solving programming tasks [10]. Within the previous studies [13,
14] over 1000 h of video footage was collected, with only a
small portion already manually labeled. Since labeling such an
extensive is extremely costly and time-consuming, it was decided
to use crowdsourcing techniques.

Before the labeling process began, the fragments most likely to
contain facial expressions were selected, resulting in 16, 20 min
video clips. As AffecTube allows labeling of footage available on
YouTube, the prepared clips were uploaded to the platform. To
limit outside access to the footage, the option to not show on
YouTube listings has been selected. Alternatively, accessibility can
be set to private mode. In this case, each annotator must be
manually granted access to the footage. In addition, it is possible
to label any recording available in YouTube’s vast library. In both
cases, it is enough to simply provide the annotators with a link
to the video on the YouTube platform to be labeled.

Then a list of available labels has been defined directly in
the AffecTube extension code in variable emotions in the main
function of the src/inject/inject.js file. In this way, it is possible to
define any list of labels that will be available to annotators. For
the case study presented here, the following labels were chosen
‘‘happiness’’, ‘‘sadness’’, ‘‘disgust’’, ‘‘fear’’, ‘‘surprise’’, ‘‘anger’’ and

‘‘confusion’’, as shown in Listing 1.

3
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the AffecTube Chrome extension.

Listing 1: Definition of labels in src/inject/inject.js file
. . .
( ( ) => {

l e t emotions = [ " happiness " , " sadness " , " disgust " ,
" fear " , " surpr ise " , " anger " ,
" confusion " ] ;

l e t emotionsButtonStates = Array . apply (
null , Array ( emotions . length ) ) .map( e => −1

) ;
l e t savedLabels = [ ] ;
l e t videoPlayer ;
l e t videoURL ;

. . .

The extension does not currently support the ability to label
ore than one object with the same labels. However, it is possible

o work around this issue by defining repeated labels for different
bjects, e.g. S1 smiling, S1 crying, S2 smiling, S2 crying.
Students at the Technical University of Gdansk were invited to

articipate in the study, and the final 203 volunteers were divided
nto 16 groups, each assigned a different video to label. Each
articipant was provided with the source code of the extension,
link to the video, and an annotation protocol.
Before starting the annotation process, each participant in-

talled the received extension in the Chrome browser. In Exten-
ions/Manage Extensions in the settings it was required to activate
he Developer mode in the upper right corner. Then, by pressing
he Load unpacked button, the directory containing the extension
ad to be pointed to. At this point the extension was installed and
eady for labeling.

After opening the YouTube page from the received link, the
efined labels were displayed at the bottom of the window, as
hown in Fig. 2. Annotation is performed during playback by
licking the label button at the beginning of the expression. In
his case, the background of the clicked label changes to dark
ed. A second click on the same label ends the fragment with the
xpression. By marking the beginning of two or more fragments
efore the end of others, it is possible to annotate overlapping
ragments with different labels.

Users could use keyboard shortcuts available on the YouTube
latform to select fragments more precisely, such as the space bar
o pause playback, or the ,. keys to move forward or backward one
rame.

The extension also allows modification of the selected frag-
ments in the pop-up window. Clicking on the extension icon in
the upper right corner of the browser, will open the window
shown in Fig. 3. All selected fragments with assigned labels are
displayed in the table. Individual labels can be removed or their
start and end times can be changed. In addition, pressing the
arrow icon next to the time will rewind the video to the specified
fragment.

After annotating the video, participants sent the data to a
storage server by entering the annotator code in the Username
field and pressing the Submit button in the extension pop-up
window, showed in Fig. 3. The data sent by each annotator was
stored by the Storage API in a separate JSON file.

After all participants completed the annotation process, the
JSON files containing the data were transferred to a local com-
puter, where video fragments with facial expressions were ex-
tracted using the Dataset creator script.

The functionality of the script can be modified by making
changes to the config.json configuration file, as shown in Listing
2, or by adding options when run from the command line.

Listing 2: Dataset creator configuration file
{

" input_dir " : " . . / annotations " ,
" output_dir " : " . / dataset " ,
" output_filename " : " videos_annotations . json " ,
" acceptance_threshold " : 0 .5 ,
"match_labels " : fa l se ,
" raw_annotations_only " : fa l se ,
"merged_annotations_only " : fa l se ,
"download_from_youtube " : true ,
"max_fragment_size " : 30 ,
"margin " : 4

}

This way it is possible to define the location of the annotated
input JSON file directory (input_dir), the output directory where
the generated fragments will be saved (output_dir), or the name
of the file where the metadata describing the dataset will be
stored (output_filename). In addition, acceptance_threshold can be
specified, which is defined as the ratio of annotators who have
labeled a particular fragment to the number of all video annota-
tors. In this way, the level of reliability of the annotation can be

controlled.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the AffecTube Chrome extension’s popup.

The match_labels option can be used to specify whether
atches of assigned labels should be taken into account. When
sing crowdsourcing, it is possible to generate fragments that
ave been indicated by the appropriate number of annotators
ithout checking for label matches. This will result in a collection
f recordings that contain some kind of facial expression, and it is
nly in the next phase that experts will assign the accurate labels.
The next two options, raw_annotations_only and merged_

nnotations_only, allow intermediate data from the annotation
nalysis and merging process to be saved, which can be useful
or manual data processing. The download_from_youtube option
akes it possible to specify whether the videos are to be down-

oaded from YouTube or whether they have already been placed
n the output directory. This way it is possible to reduce unnec-
ssary transfer of data that was downloaded during the previous
xecution of the program.
In order to eliminate careless annotators, the maximum in-

icated duration of emotion (max_fragment_size) can be deter-
ined. In the study conducted, it was concluded that some par-

icipants did not act diligently and marked fragments of several
inutes as those containing expressions of emotion. Finally, with

he margin option, it can be defined in seconds the margin that
ill be added to the generated fragments, before the moment of
he beginning of the expression of emotion and after the end.

The final step is to run the script. Listing 3 shows a portion of
he output of the script run with the settings shown in Listing 2.

Listing 3: Dataset creator run
Downloading https : / / youtu . be /Cu7pKk8KpOY . . .
Video downloaded : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY .mp4
Processing Cu7pKk8KpOY .mp4, extract ing 5 fragments
Extract ing : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY_1 .mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY_2 .mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY_3 .mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY_4 .mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /Cu7pKk8KpOY_5 .mp4
Downloading https : / / youtu . be/8ZUQGOUOO_M . . .
Video downloaded : . / dataset /8ZUQGOUOO_M.mp4
Processing 8ZUQGOUOO_M.mp4, extract ing 4 fragments

Extract ing : . / dataset /8ZUQGOUOO_M_1.mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /8ZUQGOUOO_M_2.mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /8ZUQGOUOO_M_3.mp4
Extract ing : . / dataset /8ZUQGOUOO_M_4.mp4
. . .

As a result of the script, 16 videos were downloaded from
YouTube and, for each, an average of five fragments were ex-
tracted that were explicitly identified by annotators as those
containing emotions and saved in output directory. The script also
produced a JSON file that contains metadata describing the cre-
ated dataset. The beginning of the file generated in the previous
step is shown in Listing 4.

Listing 4: Dataset metadata
[

{
" video_code " : "Cu7pKk8KpOY" ,
" fragments_count " : 5 ,
" annotations " : [

{
" startTime " : 72.31 ,
"endTime " : 100.63 ,
" annotators_count " : 7 ,
" annotators " : [

"192594" ,
"193088" ,
"193437" ,
"191527" ,
"193251" ,
"193276" ,
"193176"

] ,
" l abe l s " : [

" sadness "
] ,
" agreement_ratio " : 0 .7 ,
" filename " : "Cu7pKk8KpOY_1 .mp4"

} ,
. . .
5
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The file contains a list of objects for each annotated video
ile. The video_code field contains information about the video’s
ouTube identifier, and fragments_count contains the number of
dentified fragments that meet the acceptance threshold specified
n the configuration. Next, annotations contains a list of objects
hat describe a single fragment. They contain information about
he start and end time of the fragment, the number of annotators
ho indicated it, a list with the codes of these annotators, a list
ith the labels assigned to the fragment, the achieved agreement
atio, and finally the name of the video file in which the fragment
as saved. This file can be the basis for preparing a more com-
rehensive description of the dataset, but is also sufficient as it is
or most cases.

Another way to use the presented software is to use the
rowdsourcing technique as a stage of input data reduction, i.e. to
educe the length of the video that is manually annotated by
xperts. In this case, it is possible to ignore the matching of
he labels assigned by the annotators by setting the match_labels
ption to false. The metadata file will then contain a list of all
abels assigned to the fragment. In the case presented here, the
ist of generated fragments is doubled, when setting match_labels
s set to false. These fragments can then be annotated by experts
lso using the AffecTube extension.
At the end of the use case described above, participants were

sked to complete a short satisfaction survey. Of the 119 re-
ponses collected, 68.9% agreed that the solution provided was
ntuitive and easy to use. It is noteworthy that only 3 people
ncountered difficulties while completing the assigned labeling
ask. These results may serve as confirmation that integrating
ideo annotation capabilities into the well-known interface of
he YouTube platform significantly reduces the learning curve
ssociated with adopting a new tool.

. Impact and sustainability

AffecTube provides a cost-effective solution that requires min-
mal resources to annotate facial expression video files with emo-
ional labels. By leveraging the YouTube platform, the extension
nables the utilization of crowdsourcing techniques, tapping into
vast pool of annotators who are already familiar with the

nterface. This approach significantly reduces the overall costs
ssociated with the annotation process, both on the researcher’s
ide and globally. The reliance on existing YouTube infrastructure
liminates the need for additional servers to store and serve large
olumes of video content, thereby saving substantial resources
nd infrastructure expenses. In addition, the developed script
llows seamless creation of a ready-to-use video dataset with
metadata description. This minimizes the effort required to
anually process the annotation results.
Beyond its application in emotion annotation, AffecTube ex-

ibits versatility as a valuable tool for various behavioral an-
otation processes. By allowing the flexibility to modify and
ustomize labels, the extension can be adapted to annotate a
ide range of behavioral aspects, such as gestures, actions, and

nteractions.
The impact of AffecTube extends to researchers and develop-

rs in the fields of emotion analysis and machine learning. With
he increased availability of emotion-annotated video datasets,
upervised learning models can benefit from more diverse and
epresentative training data. This can lead to improved accu-
acy and robustness of emotion recognition systems, enabling
dvances in various applications such as affective computing,
uman–computer interaction, and multimedia content analysis.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents AffecTube software for preparing datasets
of emotionally annotated video clips. The ability of the Chrome
browser extension to seamlessly integrate with the YouTube plat-
form allows annotators to use the familiar interface and function-
ality to annotate behavioral cues directly in the context of video
content. The developed script allows to automatically generate
a ready-to-use dataset of emotionally annotated video fragments
based on collected data from annotators using YouTube resources.

By addressing the challenges associated with the shortage
of emotion-annotated video datasets and the costs of manual
annotation, AffecTube provides a cost-effective and accessible
solution through crowd-based annotation approach and integra-
tion with the YouTube platform. Its low-resource environment,
user-friendly interface, and customization options make it a ver-
satile tool that can be applied not only to emotion annotation
but also to various behavioral annotation processes. The im-
pact of AffecTube extends to researchers, annotators, and the
global research community, enabling advancements in emotion
recognition, affective computing, and related fields.
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